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Sonic 1.4L Intake Install (Without heatshield)—DDM-12-11 

The DDMworks 1.4L Sonic intake is a 
high flow intake to add more power to 
your car. 
 
Installation time of the intake 
depends on you and your mechanical 
skills. It is suggested that you read 
through the directions a few times to  
familiarize yourself with the components 
of the kit, and your car. 
 
If you are pretty handy with tools the in-
take can be installed in less than 15  

minutes however we suggest that you schedule at least 30 minutes for the install. 
 
If you have any questions during the installation you can call us at(864)907-6004 or 
email us at Tech@ddmworks.com. 
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TOOLS NEEDED 

15mm socket 

3/8” socket extension 

3/8” ratchet drive 

Phillips and blade screwdriver 

T-20 torx bit 

10mm socket (if using T-bolt clamps) 
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Sonic 1.4L Intake Install 

Removal of the stock intake 

1. First thing is to make sure the engine is cool  as 

you will be working around the turbo and exhaust 

which can get quite hot.  Now using the blade 

screwdriver loose the 2 hose clamps located on the 

tube going from the intake box to the turbo. With 

those 2 clamps loosened, remove the tube from the 

car. 

2. Next, the stock airbox needs to come out. The 

Mass Air Flow (MAF) sensor needs to be un-

plugged to do so. It is the only plug that is on the 

stock intake box. There is a red tab that needs to be 

released first. To release the tab push the tab away 

from the tube, this will allow you to push the cen-

ter of the connector and with a slight pull on the 

connector, the connector will come off of the MAF 

sensor. 

3. With the MAF sensor unplugged, the stock air box 

is held in place with rubber grommets, a little pull 

up on the front of the box will pop it up and then a 

pull to the side should release the stock intake box 

from the car. 

4. With the stock airbox removed from the car, you 

will use a T20 torx to remove the 2 screws holding 

the MAF sensor to the intake box. Once the MAF 

is removed, use the supplied 1/4” drill bit to drill 

the 2 mounting holes slightly larger. 

5. Next we need to remove 1 of the motor mount 

bolts. Using a 15mm socket, remove the motor 

mount bolt in the picture to the right.  
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Remove the connector tube first 

between the turbo and air box 

Pull back on the red tab first, then 

push the center tab to release 

Using a 15mm socket remove this 

motor mount bolt. 
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Sonic 1.4L Intake Install 

Installing the new intake 

1. The next step is to install the modified MAF into 

the new intake tube. Using the 2 supplied pan head 

Phillips head screws, insert the MAF into the tube 

carefully paying attention to the rubber gasket to 

make sure it goes in, and tighten the MAF to the 

intake tube. ( you can use a small blade screw-

driver to help the gasket go in if needed).  

2. Next find the 2.75” to 2.25” silicone adapter and 

place it on the end of the intake tube that has the 

bend. With the silicon in place, slide the hose 

clamps supplied with the kit over the silicone, with 

the larger clamp going over the silicone section 

with the tube in it. 

3. Now you will need to slide the clamp that will hold 

the intake tube over the tube. Then install the bolt 

through the clamp and the bracket and put the nut 

on the back loosely. (there are washers to go on the 

top and bottom of the bracket) 

4. The filter is the next thing to go on, remove it from 

its packaging and slide it over the end of the tube 

without the bend on it.  

5. With the MAF, bracket, filter, silicone and clamps 

installed on the tube, install the tube over the turbo 

inlet and the bracket will line up with the bolt that 

you removed from the engine mount.  

6. Make sure everything is lined up and then tighten 

down the bolt in the engine mount, then the bolt 

holding the clamp to the intake tube and then the 

hose clamps on the turbo inlet. 

7. Now that the tube is installed plug the MAF back 

in. 
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The smaller side of the angled base should 

be inline with the MAF sensor on the tube. 

Congratulations! You have finished the install. Your engine is now fitted with a much lower restriction intake that 

will help it make more power. We love it when you let others know how you like the products, go over to— 

http://www.sonicownersforum.com and let others know! 

 

If you have any questions feel free to give us a call at 864-907-6004. You can also email us at 

Tech@ddmworks.com. 

 

Thanks again for purchasing the DDMWorks 1.4L Sonic intake for the Chevro-

let Sonic we appreciate it and look forward to serving you in the future. 

 

Also, check out other go fast goods for your Sonic on our website—http://

ddmworks.com/sonic/index.html  

 

Follow us on Facebook! - http://www.facebook.com/pages/

DDMWorks/175985497476  

This Product is Jake the Superdog 

approved! 
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